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Abstract. It is shown that the arc model based on laminar flow cannot predict satisfactorily the 

voltage of an air arc burning in a supersonic nozzle. Prandtl mixing length model (PML) and a 

modified k-epsilon turbulence model (MKE) are used to introduce turbulence enhanced 

momentum and energy transport. Arc voltages predicted by these two turbulence models are in 

good agreement with experiments at the stagnation pressure (P0) of 10 bar. The predicted arc 

voltages by MKE for P0 = 13 bar and 7 bar are in better agreement with experiments than those 

predicted by PML. MKE is therefore a preferred turbulence model for air nozzle arc. There are 

two peaks in ρCP of air at 4000 K and 7000 K due, respectively, to the dissociation of oxygen 

and that of nitrogen. These peaks produce corresponding peaks in turbulent thermal conductivity, 

which results in very broad radial temperature profile and a large arc radius. Thus, turbulence 

indirectly enhances axial enthalpy transport, which becomes the dominant energy transport 

process for the overall energy balance of the arc column at high currents. When the current 

reduces, turbulent thermal conduction gradually becomes dominant. The temperature 

dependence of ρCP has a decisive influence on the radial temperature profile of a turbulent arc, 

thus the thermal interruption capability of a gas. Comparison between ρCP for air and SF6 shows 

that ρCP of SF6 has peaks below 4000 K. This renders a distinctive arc core and a small arc radius 

for turbulent SF6, thus superior arc quenching capability. It is suggested, for the first time, that 

ρCP provides guidance for the search of a replacement switching gas for SF6. 

1 Introduction 

There has recently been much interest in the search of a replacement gas for SF6 in circuit breakers since 

SF6 has been shown to be a strong greenhouse gas [1]. Gas blast circuit breakers with air as an insulation 
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and switching medium were widely used before the introduction of SF6 gas-blast circuit breakers [2]. 

At that time, there was a lack in our understanding of the physical processes occurring in air arcs due to 

a scarcity of reproducible experimental results of switching arcs in air. Experimental results were 

reported in 1970s on air arcs burning in uniform flow at constant pressure [3], in orifice flow [4] and in 

nozzle flow [5, 6]. However, there has been no rigorous theoretical interpretation of the experimental 

results reported in the aforementioned papers because of the limitation in computer power at the time 

and also the difficulty in accounting for radiation transport inside the arc.  

 

Arc modelling at that time was mainly based on the integral method [5, 7, 8, 9]. This method of arc 

analysis has achieved considerable success in predicting the arc behaviour under steady state and for 

relatively high currents [5]. For switching arc applications, it is important that a theoretical arc model 

should be able to predict satisfactorily the arc behaviour during the current zero period. The integral 

method of arc analysis is not successful when applied to the current zero period due to difficulties in 

finding adequate correlation between the required shape factors and arc characteristic quantities [9]. 

Thus, arc modelling up to this time was not able to answer the question why SF6 gas has superior arc 

quenching capability in gas-blast circuit breakers. 

 

The first rigorous theoretical investigation based on arc conservation equations in laminar flow with 

radiation transport properly accounted for was that of Zhang et al [10] on a DC nitrogen nozzle arc at 2 

kA with an upstream stagnation pressure (P0) of 23 atm. It was shown that the arc model based on 

laminar flow could give satisfactory agreement between predicted and measured arc temperature, arc 

radius, electrical field and pressure at important locations in the nozzle. It was also shown in the study 

of Fang and Lin [11] that arc theory based on laminar flow could predict the critical rate of rise of 

recovery voltage (RRRV) within 25% of that measured for a nitrogen arc. Such an agreement is 

considered acceptable for circuit breakers due to the large error bar of the measured RRRV values due 

to shot to shot variation. It is therefore commonly assumed that turbulence in nitrogen or air (due to 

nitrogen being its major constituent) does not play a dominant role in arc extinction around current zero. 

However, caution must be exercised in assessing the importance of turbulence as the role of turbulence 

has only been tested with a single experimental case  for nitrogen nozzle arc at P0 = 23 atm with di/dt 

= 36 Aμs-1 [11]. Thus, no firm conclusions can be drawn regarding the importance of turbulence in air 

or nitrogen arcs. Furthermore, no explanation could be given as regard why turbulence does not have a 

dominant effect on arc behavior in nitrogen around current zero. 

 

In the search for a replacement gas for SF6, the AC interruption capability in terms of RRRV is an 

essential criterion, in addition to the requirements on dielectric strength, chemical stability, toxicity, and 

etc. The interruption capability of air is compared with those of CO2 and SF6 [12]. The difference is 

clearly shown, however a theoretical explanation is not available, especially what material properties of 

a gas determine its interruption capability in nozzle flow. Without such an understanding, the search for 

a replacement gas with strong interruption capability will have to be undertaken by trial and error and 

by expensive short circuit tests. 

 

As the first step in our effort to establish quantitative guidance on the selection of environmentally 

friendly switching gases, the objective of the present investigation is to establish a theoretical model for 

air switching arcs which can identify the dominant energy transport process responsible for the 



difference in experimental arc characteristics. The material properties that are identified to be 

responsible for the difference in the dominant energy transport process of different gases will act as one 

of the guides in search of SF6 replacement. Since the experimental arrangement of Fang et al [5] is the 

closest to a switching arc, their experimental results on a DC nozzle arc in air will be used to verify the 

theoretical model. 

 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the governing equations for the arc model, the reasons 

for choosing the two turbulence models used in the present work and their corresponding governing 

equations. The computational domain and boundary conditions are presented in section 3 based on the 

experimental setup and conditions. In section 4, a discussion will be given on the DC arc characteristics, 

the dominant energy transport processes and the material properties responsible for the arc features. 

Finally, appropriate conclusions are drawn. 

 

2 The governing equations and turbulence models 

 

2.1 The governing equations 

The conservation equations for an arc in local thermal equilibrium (LTE) are similar to Navier- Stokes 

equations but modified to take into account Lorentz force in the momentum equation, and radiation loss 

and electrical power input in the energy equation, which are given below: 

 

The mass conservation equation: 

                                 
𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇ ∙ (𝜌�⃗� ) = 0                                (1) 

The momentum conservation equation: 

                       
𝜕

𝜕𝑡
(𝜌�⃗� ) + ∇ ∙ (𝜌�⃗�  �⃗� ) = −∇p + ∇ ∙ τ̿ + 𝐽 × �⃗�                     (2) 

The energy conservation equation: 

                  
𝜕

𝜕𝑡
(𝜌𝑒) + ∇ ∙ (�⃗� (𝜌𝑒 + 𝑝)) = ∇ ∙ (k∇𝑇 + τ̿ ∙ �⃗� ) + 𝜎�⃗� 2 − 𝑞              (3) 

In the above equations, t is the time, 𝜌 the density, �⃗�  the velocity vector, p the pressure, 𝐽  the current 

density, �⃗�  the magnetic flux density, �⃗�  the electric field, T the temperature, q the net radiation loss, 

and e is given by 

                                 𝑒 = ℎ −
𝑝

𝜌
+

𝑉2

2
                                  (4) 

where h is the enthalpy which is determined by T and p in tabulated form taken from Yos [13]. T is 

solved by (3). τ̿ in (2) and (3) is the stress tensor which is given by 

                        τ̿ = (𝜇𝑙 + 𝜇𝑡) [(∇�⃗� + ∇�⃗� 𝑇) −
2

3
∇ ∙ �⃗� 𝐼]                        (5) 

where I is an identity matrix and μ the viscosity. The subscripts l and t represent, respectively, the 

molecular and turbulent part of the viscosity. 

 

In the present work, the arc and its surrounding gas are assumed to be axisymmetric, and the axial and 

radial velocity components are respectively denoted by w and v. this assumption is based on the fact that 

the nozzle arrangement used in the experiment is axisymmetric. For arcs in laminar flow the eddy 



viscosity, μt , and turbulent thermal conductivity, kt , are set to zero. For turbulent flow, the above 

equations are time averaged. The determination of μt and kt is deferred to Section 2.2. The electrical 

conductivity and other transport properties of air as a function of pressure and temperature are taken 

from Yos [13]. 

 

Ohm’s law reads 

                                       𝐽  = σ�⃗�                                   (6) 

 

where σ is the electrical conductivity. �⃗�  can be calculated in two ways. The first is to assume that arc 

is slender, which is similar to a boundary layer [25]. Thus, the axial component of �⃗� , Ez , is uniform 

across an arc cross section and the radial component of the �⃗� , Er , is negligible [7, 14]. The axial 

component of �⃗�  can therefore be calculated by 

                                 𝐸 = 𝐸𝑧 =
𝑖

∫ 𝜎2𝜋𝑟𝑑𝑟
∞

0

                              (7) 

Equation (7) is known as the slender arc model [14]. The integration in equation (7) stops when the 

electrical conductivity is negligibly small, normally at the radial point of 4000 K. With an increasing 

current, the radial extent of the arc is no longer much smaller than the arc length. The slender arc model 

is no longer applicable [14]. �⃗�  is then calculated via electrical potential, 𝜑, using the current continuity 

equation: 

                                  ∇ ∙ (σ∇𝜑) = 0                                  (8) 

 

The axial and radial components of �⃗�  are given by 

                            𝐸𝑧 = −
𝜕𝜑

𝜕𝑧
 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐸𝑟 = −

𝜕𝜑

𝜕𝑟
                              (9) 

For axisymmetric arc the azimuthal magnetic flux density can be calculated by 

                               B𝜃 =
𝜇0 ∫ 𝑗𝑧2𝜋𝜉𝑑𝜉

𝑟

0

2𝜋𝑟
                                 (10) 

 

where 𝑗𝑧 is the axial component of the current density and μ0 the permeability of free space. The two 

components of Lorentz force are given by 

                            𝑓𝑟 = −𝑗𝑧B𝜃 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓𝑧 = 𝑗𝑟B𝜃                             (11) 

 

The approximate radiation transport model of Zhang et al [10] is adopted to calculate the net radiation 

loss in the energy equation. In the arc core, the boundary of which is defined at the point of 83% of the 

axis temperature, q in the energy conservation equation is equal to the net emission coefficient (NEC), 

which is a function of the local pressure, temperature and the arc’s radiation radius. This radiation radius 

is defined as 0.5(R833+R4K), where R833 is the radius of the arc core boundary (define as the isotherm 

of 83.3% of the axis temperature) and R4K the radius of the electric boundary (defined as 4000 K 

isotherm) [14]. NECs for air differ widely depending on the authors [15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. The 

disagreement of the NEC data by different authors are due to the differences in the spectra data used for 

the calculation of the spectral absorption coefficients and also the atomic and molecular data required 

for the computation of plasma composition. No experimental results for air are available for the 

verification of theoretically derived NEC. It is therefore not possible to judge the relative merits of the 

spectral data used by different authors [15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. When radiation absorption is important, the 



NECs for air and nitrogen are close to each other even for a very small arc of 1 mm in radius [15, 16, 

18, 20]. This indicates that, for practical purposes, NEC for nitrogen can be used for air. The 

experimentally derived nitrogen NEC of Ernst et al [21] can be used to compare with those computed 

NEC by Shayler and Fang [22], Aubrecht and Bartlova [15] and Gleizes et al [20]. The NEC of Shayler 

and Fang [22] is the closest to that of Ernst et al [21] but it is still on average lower than the latter  by 

a factor of 2. We therefore use the NEC for nitrogen given in [22] but multiplied by a factor of 2 to 

compute the radiation loss in the arc core of an air nozzle arc. Radiation flux at the core boundary will 

be absorbed in a region where the temperature decays to ambient. It is assumed that 60% of the radiation 

flux at the core boundary is absorbed in the region between the core boundary and the 4,000 K isotherm 

[10]. This is consistent with the estimated radiation loss of an air arc [4]. 

 

2.2 Flow models 

 

There has been no firm conclusion on whether turbulence is important for DC air nozzle arcs. The 

ultimate approach to establish the role of turbulence is by comparison between experimental results and 

those predicted by an arc model based on laminar flow assumption (hereafter referred to as the laminar 

flow model). If such a comparison is not satisfactory, we investigate the arc behaviour under turbulent 

flow conditions. This approach is justified in that, under the same pressure difference across the nozzle, 

air arc can attain a much higher velocity than that of an SF6 arc. An air arc is therefore more likely to be 

in turbulent state than an SF6 arc because of its higher Reynolds number. The influence of turbulence 

generated by shear layer instability on SF6 nozzle arcs is well established (e.g. [23]). In addition, voltage 

oscillations induced by turbulent motion of an air arc column in a gas-blast circuit breaker has been 

experimentally observed [24]. 

 

The flow inside a nozzle is dominated by its axial velocity component with a large radial gradient, which 

typifies a shear layer flow [25]. Of the turbulence models dealing with shear layer flow [26, 27], two 

turbulence models, the Prandtl mixing length model and the standard k-epsilon model, have been shown, 

in comparison with other turbulence models [23], to be the most appropriate for turbulent nozzle arcs. 

Thus, these two turbulence models will be applied to the air arc if the laminar flow model fails to give 

satisfactory agreement with the experimental results of [5]. For completeness and for the ease of 

reference the relevant equations for these two turbulence models are given below. 

 

2.2.1 The Prandtl mixing length model 

 

For this model, the eddy viscosity, μt, is computed by 

                                   𝜇𝑡 = 𝜌𝜆𝑐𝑉𝑐                                  (12) 

where 𝜆𝑐 is the mixing length, i.e. the turbulence length scale, which is related to the thermal radius 

𝑟𝛿  by 

                                   𝜆𝑐 = 𝑐𝑟𝛿                                     (13) 

where c the turbulence parameter, the value of which is to be found by matching the predicted arc voltage 

with one measured voltage and 

                             𝑟𝛿 = √∫ (1 −
𝑇∞

𝑇
) 2𝑟𝑑𝑟

∞

0
                            (14) 

where T is defined in [28]. The velocity scale defined in the Prandtl mixing length model is given by 



                                𝑉𝑐 = 𝜆𝑐 (|
𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑟
| + |

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑧
|)                             (15) 

2.2.2 Standard k-epsilon model 

 

The standard k-epsilon model computes the length and velocity scales of turbulence, and thus the eddy 

viscosity, based on two partial differential equations, one of which for the turbulent kinetic energy per 

unit mass, k, and the other for the turbulence dissipation rate, 𝜀. The corresponding governing equations 

are given below 

                  
𝜕

𝜕𝑡
(𝜌𝑘) + ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑘�⃗� ) = ∇ ∙ ((𝜇𝑙 +

𝜇𝑡

𝜎𝑘
)∇𝑘) + 𝐺𝑘 − 𝜌𝜀                 (16) 

               
𝜕

𝜕𝑡
(𝜌𝜀) + ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝜀�⃗� ) = ∇ ∙ ((𝜇𝑙 +

𝜇𝑡

𝜎𝜀
)∇𝜀) + 𝐶1 𝐺𝑘 𝑘

+ 𝐶2 𝜌
2

𝑘
             (17) 

 

where 𝐺𝑘 is the generation rate of the turbulence kinetic energy which is given for axisymmetric arc 

by 

                  𝐺𝑘 = 𝜇𝑡 [2 (
𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑧
)
2
+ 2(

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑟
)
2
+ 2(

𝑣

𝑟
)
2
+ (

𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑟
+

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑧
)
2
]                  (18) 

The length and velocity scales of turbulence are respectively defined as 

                             𝜆𝑐 = 𝐶𝑢
𝑘1.5

 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉𝑐 = √𝑘                             (19) 

and the eddy viscosity is given by 

                                   𝜇𝑡 = 𝜌𝐶𝑢
𝑘2

                                  (20) 

The default values of the turbulence parameters for the standard k-epsilon model are: 𝜎𝑘 = 1.0, 𝜎 =

1.3, 𝐶1 = 1.44, 𝐶2 = 1.92 and 𝐶𝑢 = 0.09. 

 

In the energy equation, turbulent thermal conductivity is related to eddy viscosity through the turbulence 

Prandtl number, Prt :  

                                   𝑘𝑡 =
C𝑝𝜇𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑡
                                    (21) 

where Prt = 1 [23]. 

 

3 Computational domain and boundary conditions 

 

Computation has been performed for the Teflon nozzle of Fang et al [5] using the parallel processing 

facilities of ANSYS Fluent [29]. The computation domain and the grid system are shown in figure 1 

where the detailed dimensions and the distribution of grids are given. Tests with different grid size have 

been conducted to ensure that the grids are sufficiently fine to attain satisfactory computational accuracy. 

The arc length is 100 mm with the downstream electrode tip located 10 mm away from the nozzle exit 

(not shown in the diagram). For all discharge conditions reported in [5], the exit pressure (1 bar) is low 

enough to ensure that the flow in the nozzle is supersonic and shock free. 

 



 

Figure 1. Nozzle geometry (not to scale) and grid system. The computation domain is divided into 5 

zones: In Zone 1: a non-structured grids consisting of triangle cells with an average edge size of 0.5 mm 

is used. There are altogether 6872 grids. In Zone 2A uniform rectangular grids are used with a total 

number of grids of 66 (axial) x 130 (radial). There are 66x30 grids in Zone 2B. A total of 114 x 130 

rectangular grids are placed in Zone 3A and 114 x 30 grids in Zone 3B. The radius of upstream electrode 

is 1.6mm. The radius of nozzle throat is 5mm. The origin of z-axis is at the upstream electrode tip. 

 

Computation has also been done to include the downstream electrode with an open boundary sufficiently 

far from the downstream electrode (known as the extended domain) to simulate the exhaust space for 

discharging the gas from the nozzle. The results inside the nozzle using the extended domain are the 

same as the arc computed for the domain given in figure 1. Electrical field between the nozzle exit and 

the tip of downstream electrode of the extended domain is almost equal to that at the nozzle exit 

computed by using the domain in figure 1. The only exception is that there is a bow shock very close to 

the downstream electrode tip which has negligible effects on the overall arc voltage. To save 

computational time the domain of figure 1 is used to obtain the results. Since the distance between the 

tips of the two electrodes is 100 mm, the electrical field at the nozzle exit is used to calculate the voltage 

drop between the nozzle exit and the tip of downstream electrode. 

 

The boundary conditions for the arc conservation equations and the governing equations for the k-

epsilon turbulence model are those of axisymmetry on the axis and no heat flux into the solid parts of 

the computation domain [23]. The boundary conditions for k and ε are the same as those given in [23]. 

When the current is around 2 kA and above at a stagnation pressure of 10 bar the arc fills the nozzle near 

the exit. We use the non-slender arc model to check if in this region the electrical field can still be 

calculated by using the slender arc model. The computation domain for electric field is extended in the 

radial direction to 60 mm from the axis since electrical field is a long range force. The boundary 

conditions for (8) are given below: 

 

(a) The current density entering upstream electrode at the nozzle entrance is assumed uniform. 

   𝑗𝑧 = −σ
∂𝜑

∂𝑧
=

𝑖

𝐴𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒
   (22) 

where 𝐴𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒  is the cross-sectional area of the upstream electrode. 

(b) At the nozzle exit plane, the electrical potential is set to zero, i.e. φ = 0. 

(c) At all the other boundaries of the computational domain, including the axisymmetric axis the normal 

gradients of the electrical potential are set to zero. 

 

 

4 Results and discussion 



 

Computation has been carried out for 3 stagnation pressures (P0 = 13 bar, 10 bar and 7 bar) and for DC 

currents from 250 A to 3 kA. The voltage computed by the laminar flow model is considerably lower 

than that measured (figure 8). The differences between the predicted and measured arc voltages, 

especially towards the low current end, are well beyond the 10% experimental uncertainty [5] (mainly 

the shot to shot scattering). In addition, considerations of the effects of departure from LTE [30-32] 

inside an arc in laminar flow result in the prediction of poorer interruption than that of an LTE arc in 

laminar flow. It is well-known that reaction rates are greatly enhanced under turbulent conditions [33]. 

We therefore adopt a turbulent LTE arc model. In view of the fact that there is no ready turbulence model 

that can predict the turbulent effect accurately with universal turbulence parameters, so suitable level of 

turbulence is then added to the flow by calibrating the turbulence parameters. The Prandtl mixing length 

turbulence model and the k-epsilon model are used to account for the turbulence enhanced momentum 

and energy transport. The turbulence parameter, c, in the Prandtl mixing length model (hereafter referred 

to as PML) is adjusted to give the closest agreement with the measured arc voltage at 1 kA DC and 

P0=10 bar. c has been found equal to 0.06.  

 

Arc voltages predicted by the k-epsilon model with the default values of the 5 turbulence parameters 

(hereafter referred to as the standard k-epsilon model) are considerably higher than those measured, 

especially at low currents (figure 8). This indicates turbulence effects are too strong. Similar results were 

obtained when this turbulence model is applied to a round turbulent jet [34]. To reduce the turbulence 

effects, we increase the production of turbulence dissipation by adjusting the value of 𝐶1  in equation 

(17) to match the predicted arc voltage with that measured at 1 kA DC and P0=10 bar. The value of 𝐶1  

has been found to be 1.62. It is evidential from figure 8 that the calibrated turbulence models lead to 

satisfactory prediction of the arc voltage over the whole current range. 𝐶1 = 1.62 and c = 0.06 have 

therefore been used to compute the arc voltage for other discharge conditions reported in this paper. We 

refer to the k-epsilon model with the modified value of 𝐶1  as the modified k-epsilon model, or MKE 

for easy reference. 

 

Computational results are presented for the laminar flow model, PML and MKE (known collectively as 

the flow models for future reference). The inclusion of the laminar flow model is to illustrate the 

different arc characteristics in laminar and turbulent flows. Since the standard k-epsilon model is the 

most commonly used turbulence model, its results will be presented to show its over-prediction of 

turbulence effects. The qualitative features of the computational results are similar for different 

stagnation pressures. Unless otherwise specified, the computational results obtained for P0 = 10 bar are 

used for discussions. 

 

4.1 Features of arc-flow interaction 

 

Figure 2 shows the temperature field together with the pressure isobars computed by the three flow 

models for a 2 kA DC arc at P0 = 10 bar. There is a distinctive core structure, which is surrounded by 

cold gas (Error! Reference source not found. (a)), for the arc in laminar flow. The corresponding mass 

flow rate is approximately 65% of that of the cold flow case (i.e. in the absence of an arc) which is 0.187 

kg/s. It is noted that turbulence has little effects on the cold flow. The arc size represented by the position 

of the 4000 K isotherm (hereafter referred to as the arc radius or electrical boundary) is the smallest for 



arc in laminar flow and the largest for PML as shown in figure 3. At the nozzle exit, the surrounding 

cold gas has almost disappeared for the PML (Curve (2), figure 3). Further increase in current will result 

in the arc electrical boundary touching the Teflon nozzle surface for PML. Under these circumstances, 

nozzle ablation may need to be taken into account. However, it would be shown later that the estimated 

power into the nozzle surface in the section where arc touches the nozzle wall will not cause ablation in 

the time duration during which the experiments were conducted [5]. For MKE, there is still a distinctive 

layer of cold flow surrounding the arc at 2 kA (Curve (3), figure 3). The mass flow rates for PML and 

MKE are respectively 26% and 32% of the cold flow case. Compared with the arc in laminar flow, the 

much reduced mass flow rate for PML and MKE is due to the spread of arc thermal influence region by 

turbulence. Therefore, the presence of an arc reduces the effective flow area inside the nozzle, thus 

modifying the pressure distribution in the nozzle, which in turn affects the arc. Such modification is 

shown in figure 4(a) for the axis pressure distributions of the three flow models together with that of the 

cold flow. For the cold nozzle flow, axis pressure shows a rapid pressure drop in the vicinity of the 

nozzle throat (thus strong gas acceleration), but rather gentle pressure variation in a large part of the 

diverging section. The presence of the 2 kA DC arc results in an increase in pressure but a reduction in 

its gradient in comparison with that of cold flow. The distributions of axis pressure (figure 4(a)) and axis 

velocity (figure 4(b)) for PML and MKE start to diverge from each other just before the nozzle throat, 

where the flow starts to accelerate rapidly. The turbulence effects produced by MKE are stronger than 

that of PML, which results in lower flow acceleration, hence a smaller pressure gradient. Thus, the axis 

pressure of MKE is higher than that of PML. Velocity field is closely coupled with the temperature field, 

the close interaction of which determines voltage-current (V-I) characteristics. This is discussed in 

Section 4.2.1. 

 

Figure 2. Temperature contour together with pressure isobars for a 2 kA DC arc at P0 = 10 bar. The 

pressure difference between two adjacent isobars is 1bar. (a) Computed by laminar flow model; (b) 

Computed by PML; (c) Computed by MKE. 

 



 

Figure 3. Variations of arc radius (radial position of 4,000 K isotherm) for 2 kA case computed by (1) 

laminar flow model; (2) PML and (3) MKE. Curve (4) is the arc radius for 3 kA computed by MKE, 

which shows that near the nozzle exit hot gas occupies the whole nozzle. Nozzle radius (5) is plotted to 

show the arc size in relation to the nozzle. 

 

 

(a)                                       (b) 

Figure 4. Variations of, (a) pressure and (b) axial velocity, along the nozzle axis for the 2 kA DC arc 

computed by three flow models. The pressure and axial velocity for the cold flow (Curve (4)) is also 

plotted to show the effects of the presence of the 2 kA DC arc. 

 

When current is reduced to 1 kA, the qualitative features of the steady state arc predicted by the three 

flow models are similar to those of the 2 kA arc. With further decrease in current the arc core shrinks 

and the mass flow rate passing the nozzle increases. At 250 A (figure 5), the mass flow rate has attained 

93% of the cold flow in the laminar case and 80% for MKE and PML. There is very little difference 

between the aerodynamic features in terms of axis pressure (figure 6(a)) and axis velocity (figure 6(b)) 

for the two arcs predicted by MKE and PML. In contrast with the 2 kA case, the axis velocity in the 

divergent section of the nozzle at 250 A no longer increases with distance for both turbulence models. 

This is due to the increased turbulence intensity when current is reduced as well as due to the axial 

development of turbulence level along the nozzle length for a given current (figure 7). In the vicinity of 

the throat where flow is accelerated rapidly, turbulent kinetic energy, k, reaches a maximum for 250 A. 

The subsequent decay of k is due to a drop in axial velocity component as a consequence of turbulent 

momentum diffusion. The decrease in axial velocity and the axial expansion of arc size result in a 

 

  



decrease of the rate of turbulence production for 250 A (equation (18)), hence the reduction of k towards 

the nozzle exit. For the 2 kA arc, the monotonic increase of k is attributed to the continuous flow 

acceleration (figure 4(b) and 7). 

 

 

Figure 5. Temperature contour together with isobars for a 250 A DC arc at P0 = 10 bar computed by (a) 

laminar; (b) PML; (c) MKE. The pressure difference between two adjacent unlabelled isobars after 8.5 

bar is 1 bar. 

 

 

(a)                                       (b) 

Figure 6. Variations of, (a) pressure and (b) axial velocity, along the nozzle axis for the 250 A DC arc 

computed by three flow models. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

Figure 7. Axial distribution of axis turbulence kinetic energy per unit mass: (1) 250 A; (2) 2 kA 

calculated by MKE. 

 

4.2 Characteristics of DC nozzle arcs 

 

4.2.1 DC Voltage-Current (V-I) characteristics 

The DC V-I characteristics of the air nozzle arcs have been computed using the three flow models. The 

computed arc voltages are plotted in figure 8 together with the experimental results given in [5] for 

comparison. The measured and computed arc voltages show a flat part of the V-I characteristic at 

currents above 1.5 kA and a negative V-I characteristic for currents below 1.5 kA. Comparison between 

measured and computed arc voltages shows that the arc voltage predicted by the laminar flow model is 

lower than that measured, especially at lower currents. The standard k-epsilon model, PML and MKE 

give good agreement for currents at 2 kA and above with the standard k-epsilon model grossly over 

predicting the arc voltage at low currents. Voltage computed by PML is about 10% lower than the 

corresponding experimental result at 250 A, the lowest current for which experimental results are 

available for comparison. Such a difference is well within experimental error. Overall, MKE gives the 

best agreement with the measured voltage. The physical processes responsible for such V-I 

characteristics are discussed in the following two subsections. 

 

 

Figure 8. V-I characteristics for the DC air nozzle arcs at P0=10 bar computed by the three flow models. 

4.2.2 Characteristics of nozzle air arc with radiation dominated arc core 

 



 

A Overall features 

V-I characteristics are determined by the electrical conductance of the arc which is in turn dependent on 

the temperature distribution within the arc. The temperature field is a result of energy balance between 

power input and various energy transport processes as described by the energy conservation equation. 

Attention will be paid to identify the dominant energy transport process.  

 

Examination of the computational results for the flat part of the V-I characteristics, given by the three 

flow models, shows that the axis temperature for currents of 2 kA and above is not sensitive to the 

current for a given arc model (e.g. Curves (3) and (4) in figure 9(a)).  The arc radius is approximately 

proportional to the square root of current (figure 3) for the part of the nozzle where arc is surrounded by 

a cold layer of gas flow (figure 3). Thus, the local arc conductance becomes proportional to arc current. 

The electric field distribution is not sensitive to the current for a given arc model (figure 9(b)) and the 

arc voltage is almost independent of current (figure 8). 

 

 

(a)                                       (b) 

Figure 9. Variations of axis temperature of the 2 kA arc computed by laminar flow model, PML and 

MKE. The axis temperature of a 3 kA arc obtained by MKE is also plotted for comparison. 

 

As previously noted, the divergent angle of the nozzle in Error! Reference source not found. is very small. 

At 3 kA with adiabatic boundary condition for temperature, the temperature near the wall is over 4000 

K in the region within 10 mm to the nozzle exit. Radiation loss which escapes from the arc near the 

nozzle exit at 3 kA is less than 15% of local Ohmic input. Radiation induced Teflon ablation is unlikely 

as at this power level (approximately 2x106 W/m with the exit electrical field given in figure 9(b)) Teflon 

will not reach its melting point for the experimental duration of 7 ms [36]. The measured arc voltage at 

3 kA (figure 8) remains the same as that of 2 kA within experimental error, which indicates that ablation 

is unlikely to take place. However, it should be noted that 3 kA should be considered as the upper current 

limit for the validity of adiabatic boundary condition for the nozzle in figure 1. 

 

At 2 kA, the arc thermal influence region extends close to the wall (figures 2 and 3) for the two 

turbulence models. The arc can no longer be considered as slender. We therefore solve the current 

continuity equation (equation (8)) for electrical potential with an enlarged computation domain, the 

results of which are shown in figure 10. Equipotential lines are almost perpendicular to the nozzle axis 

  



indicating that radial component of electrical field is negligible and the axial component is uniform 

across an arc cross section. Thus, simplified Ohm’s law (equation (7)) is used to compute the axial 

electrical field for currents less than 2 kA. 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Temperature contour together with equipotential lines for the 2 kA DC arc at P0 = 10 bar 

using MKE. Potential difference between two adjacent equipotential lines is 50 V. Computation domain 

has been extended to a radius of 60 mm from the axis to ensure that the potential distribution is no longer 

affected the size of the computation domain. 

 

B Distinctive features of radial temperature profiles and the influence of material properties 

Of the three flow models, the arc in laminar flow shows a distinctive high temperature core (figure 2) 

which results in the smallest arc radius. As radial temperature profile determines the local electrical field, 

it would be interesting to see the features of the radial temperature profiles predicted by the three flow 

models. In figure 11, the radial temperature profiles at three typical axial stations, the upstream 

midsection, the nozzle throat and the downstream midsection are plotted. 

 

 

 

  



(a)                                       (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 11. Radial temperature profiles computed by the three flow models for the 2 kA DC arc at P0 = 

10 bar. (a) upstream midsection z= 15 mm; (b) nozzle throat, z= 33 mm; (c) downstream midsection z= 

60 mm. 

 

In the arc core, temperature is almost constant for the arc in laminar flow, but for PML and MKE, the 

effects of turbulence enhanced thermal conduction are clearly shown in the region downstream of nozzle 

throat (figure 11(c)). However, for all the three flow models, radiation transport is the dominant energy 

transport process. In the radiation re-absorption region where 60% of radiation at the core boundary is 

absorbed, the thickness of this region and the slope of the temperature profile differ greatly depending 

on the flow model. There are several inflection points on the radial temperature profiles predicted by 

PML and MKE which correspond to the peaks of effective thermal conductivity (figure 12). One 

inflection point is at approximately 7000 K and the other around 4000 K. The temperature gradient is 

mainly determined by the thermal conductivity. The molecular thermal conductivity for the laminar arc 

is much smaller than the effective turbulent thermal conductivity (figure 12), which is the sum of 

molecular and turbulent thermal conductivity. This explains why the temperature gradient in the 

radiation absorption region of the laminar arc is the largest, thus a thin radiation re-absorption region. 

Because of the large effective thermal conductivity at the nozzle throat and in the divergent section of 

the nozzle (figure 12(b) and (c)) the thickness of the radiation re-absorption region is much bigger than 

that of the laminar case.  

 

The effective thermal conductivity has rather complex features (figure 12). Since turbulent thermal 

conductivity is the dominant component of effective thermal conductivity, we examine the features of 

eddy kinematic viscosity. Effective thermal conductivity is the product of effective eddy kinematic 

viscosity with the material property, ρCP. Radial profiles of effective kinematic viscosity for the 2 kA 

arc are given in figure 13. 

 

 



 

(a)                                       (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 12. Radial profiles of effective thermal conductivity (sum of molecular and turbulent 

conductivities) computed by the three flow models for the 2 kA DC arc at P0 = 10 bar. (a) upstream 

midsection z= 15 mm; (b) nozzle throat, z= 33 mm; (c) downstream midsection z= 60 mm. For laminar 

flow, effective thermal conductivity is simply the molecular part. 

 

 

 

  

 

  



(a)                                       (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 13. Radial profiles of effective kinematic viscosity (sum of molecular and turbulent kinematic 

viscosity) computed by the three flow models for the 2 kA DC arc at P0 = 10 bar. (a) upstream midsection 

z= 15 mm; (b) nozzle throat, z= 33 mm; (c) downstream midsection z= 60 mm. 

 

The peak of the effective kinematic viscosity for PML in figure 13 corresponds to the position where 

velocity gradient is the largest. For MKE, effective kinematic viscosity depends on k2/ε which is more 

complex as this ratio is the solutions of the transport equations for k and ε, which are also closely coupled 

with momentum and energy conservation equations. The production of turbulence kinetic energy is 

related to the velocity gradients (equation (18)). For MKE, in the region where the radial gradient of 

axial velocity component changes slowly due to slow axial acceleration (figure 4(b)) and the arc 

expansion (figure 3), effective kinematic viscosity is nearly a constant (figure 13(b) and (c)).  

 

For both PML and MKE, the first peak of the radial profile of the effective turbulent thermal conductivity 

(figure 12(a)) is associated with the peak in eddy kinematic viscosity located in the region with the 

largest velocity gradient. The two peaks at temperatures around 7000K and 4000K are respectively 

caused by the dissociation of nitrogen molecules and by that of oxygen molecules. The dissociations of 

nitrogen and oxygen molecules produce two peaks in the material property ρCP as shown in figure 14. 

These peaks produce two inflection points on the radial temperature profile (figure 11) around 7000 K 

and 4000 K, respectively. Thus, the temperature profiles for PML and MKE in the radiation re-

absorption region become very broad. In the divergent section of the nozzle, there is no distinctive high 

temperature core. This is in contrast with the radial temperature profiles of SF6 arc. Such broad radial 

temperature profile makes the arc radius very big in comparison with SF6 arc at similar current and 

pressure [23]. 

 

It should be noted that the results obtained by MKE in the upstream midsection show a local peak (figure 

13(a)) in effective kinematic viscosity in the region where the temperature and axial velocity are constant 

(figure 11(a)). In such a region there is no mechanism for generating turbulence and k and ε should tend 

to zero. Numerical results of k and ε in figure 15 show that these two quantities are very small in the 

region for R > 6 mm. This presents much numerical difficulty in calculating the ratio of k2/ε accurately. 

However, this “artificial” peak in eddy kinematic viscosity and that in effective thermal conductivity 

 



will not affect the solutions of the governing equations in other regions as the peak occurs in a region 

where radial gradients of temperature and axial velocity tend to zero.  

 

 

Figure 14. ρCP of air at the pressure of 10 bar. 

 

 

Figure 15. Radial profiles of k and ε at upstream midsection z=15 mm for the 2 kA DC arc and P0 = 10 

bar. 

 

C Energy balance 

As previously indicated, temperature is determined by the balance between electrical power input and 

various energy transport processes as given in the energy conservation equation. The dominant energy 

transport processes determine the arc characteristics. It is important to identify the material properties 

associated with the dominant energy transport processes. The identification of such properties will serve 

as a basis to establish guidance for the search of a replacement gas for SF6 as an arcing medium.  

 

Radiation transport is an important energy transfer process in high pressure arcs. With our radiation 

transport model, it is natural that we examine energy balance for the arc volume up to the radial position 

at which the temperature is equal to 83% of the axis temperature. Following our previous work on SF6 

[23], we call this region as the arc core region although the core structure in air arc for PML and MKE 

is not clearly defined since outside this region temperature decay is not rapid. The energy balance for 



the arc core at 2 kA is given in table 1. 

 

Table 1. Percentage of electrical power input associated with various energy transport processes for the 

whole arc length at the core boundary calculated by the three flow models at 2 kA and P0 = 10 bar. 

Positive means power input and negative power loss. 

Model Power input 

(105 W) 

Radiation loss 

(%) 

Radial thermal 

conduction 

(%) 

Axial enthalpy 

transport  

(%) 

Radial 

enthalpy 

transport  

(%) 

LAM 9.17 -72.8% -2.4% -27.7% 5.8% 

PML 7.59 -62.5% -27.5% -2.8% -3.8% 

MKE 8.82 -61.3% -27.6% -3.9% -4.5% 

Method of calculation: 

Power input = ∫ ∫ 𝜎𝐸22𝜋𝑟𝑑𝑟𝑑𝑧
𝑅

0

𝑍2

𝑍1
 

Radiation loss (%) = −∫ ∫ 𝑞2𝜋𝑟𝑑𝑟𝑑𝑧
𝑅

0

𝑍2

𝑍1
/Power input 

Radial thermal conduction (%) = ∫ ∫
1

𝑟

𝜕

𝜕𝑟
(𝑟𝑘

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑟
) 2𝜋𝑟𝑑𝑟𝑑𝑧

𝑅

0

𝑍2

𝑍1
/Power input 

Axial enthalpy transport (%) = −∫ ∫ 𝜌𝑤
𝜕ℎ

𝜕𝑧
2𝜋𝑟𝑑𝑟𝑑𝑧

𝑅

0

𝑍2

𝑍1
/Power input 

Radial enthalpy transport (%) = −∫ ∫ 𝜌𝑣
𝜕ℎ

𝜕𝑟
2𝜋𝑟𝑑𝑟𝑑𝑧

𝑅

0

𝑍2

𝑍1
/Power input 

where R refers to the radial position of the core boundary or electrical boundary and (Z2-Z1) the arc 

length. 

 

Conventional understanding of heat transfer by convection (hereafter referred to as enthalpy transport) 

is based on the non-conservative form of the energy conservation equation expressed in terms of 

enthalpy [36]. Therefore, arc energy balance calculation is based on this equation. It has been found that 

the pressure work accounts for less than 5% of the electrical power input in all results reported in this 

paper. Pressure work is therefore not given in the tables related to energy balance. 

 

 

It is shown in Table I that, for the laminar flow case, the power input into the core is entirely taken out 

by radiation and axial enthalpy transport and 86% of the total current is carried by the core. On the other 

hand, radiation loss and turbulence enhanced thermal conduction account for over 90% of the power 

input for PML and MKE when turbulence is taken into account. The current carried by the arc core 

accounts for 59% of the total current for PML and 66% for MKE. It has been found that, for the two 

turbulence flow models (PML and MKE), on the flat part of V-I characteristics where current is larger 

than 2 kA, radiation loss always accounts for greater than 60% of the power input. 

 

To assess the influence of turbulence, we need to consider the arc energy balance at the electrical 

boundary. This is because, between the arc core boundary and the electrical boundary, nearly 60% of 

the radiation flux coming out of the arc core is absorbed in this region, thus altering the energy balance. 



Table II shows how the power input into the electrically conducting core is balanced by various energy 

transport processes. Due to radiation absorption, the energy balance at the electrical boundary has been 

greatly altered in comparison with that at the core boundary. For laminar flow, radiation loss only 

accounts for 25% of power input while enthalpy transport (referred to as the sum of axial and radial 

energy transports) account for 72% of the power input with axial enthalpy transport being the dominant 

energy removal process and radial enthalpy an energy input mechanism. For the two turbulence models, 

radiation and turbulence enhanced thermal conduction account for approximately 35% power input, 

while enthalpy transport account for respectively 69% and 64% power input for PML and MKE, with 

axial enthalpy transport again being the dominant energy removal process.  

 

Table 2. Percentage of electrical power input associated with various energy transport processes for the 

whole arc length at the electrical boundary calculated by various flow models at 2 kA and P0 = 10 bar. 

Mathematical expressions for power input and power loss are the same as those in Table I. 

Model Power input 

(105 W) 

Radiation loss 

(%) 

Radial thermal 

conduction 

(%) 

Axial enthalpy 

transport  

(%) 

Radial 

enthalpy 

transport  

(%) 

LAM 1.07 -25.1% -1.6% -106.9% 35.3% 

PML 1.29 -14.7% -19.7% -85.1% 16.6% 

MKE 1.33 -16.3% -21.7% -61.3% -2.5% 

 

Although turbulence enhanced thermal conduction is not dominant at the electric boundary, it 

redistributes the energy inside the arc’s thermal influence region, thus giving rise to very broad radial 

temperature profile, which in turn enhances enthalpy transport. Such behaviour is reflected in the results 

of Table II, which indicates that power loss by enthalpy transport for the arc in turbulent flow (8.8x104 

W for PML and 8.5x104 W for MKE) is higher than that in the laminar flow (7.7x104 W). The enhanced 

enthalpy transport due to the broad radial temperature profile together with turbulent thermal conduction 

results in a 20% increase in arc voltage compared with that of LAM. This is in contrast with arcs in SF6 

for which turbulence effects have little influence on arc voltage [23]. 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2.3 Characteristics of nozzle air arc with radiation and thermal conduction dominated high 

temperature core 

 

When current is reduced from 2 kA, the relative importance of radiation as an energy loss mechanism 

is reduced while thermal conduction gradually becomes the dominant energy transport process for arcs 

in turbulent flow. Arc area reduces at a faster rate than current and arc voltage increases with decreasing 

current for turbulent arcs. However, for arcs in laminar flow, radiation is still the dominant energy 

removal process and the arc area is still approximately proportional to current. Arc voltage of the laminar 

flow arc is hardly increased when the current is reduced to 250 A (figure 8).  

 



 

(a)                                       (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 16. Variations of, (a) temperature, (b) arc radius and (c) electric field, along the nozzle axis for 

the 250 A DC arc at P0 = 10 bar computed by the three flow models. 

 

The qualitative features of axis temperature (figure 16(a)), arc radius (figure 16(b)) and electric field 

(figure 16(c)) distributions of the arc at 250 A are similar to those of at 2 kA. Arc radius is the smallest 

for the laminar flow arc but its temperature downstream of throat is the highest. The axis temperature 

for PML is higher than that for MKE but the latter has a larger arc radius. This results in the electric 

field for MKE being slightly higher than that for PML (figure 16(c)). There is only 3.5% difference in 

arc voltages predicted by these two turbulence models. Radial temperature profiles at three axial stations 

for the three flow models are given in figure 17. The features of radial temperature profiles at 250 A are 

similar to those at 2 kA (figures 11 and 17). However, the relative size of the thickness of the radiation 

re-absorption region to the arc core size is increased compared with that of the 2 kA arc, especially in 

the downstream region of the throat (figure 17(c)). Such a broad temperature profile at low currents will 

have detrimental effects for arc thermal extinction during the current zero period. The peaks of effective 

thermal conductivity at 7000 K and 4000 K are again responsible for such broad radial temperature 

profiles. 

  

 



 

(a)                                       (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 17. Radial temperature profiles computed by the three flow models for the 250 A DC arc at P0 = 

10 bar. (a) upstream midsection z= 15 mm; (b) nozzle throat, z= 33 mm; (c) downstream midsection z= 

60 mm. 

 

Energy balance calculation at 250 A indicates that, for the laminar flow model, at the core boundary, 

radiation is still dominant. For PML and MKE, turbulence enhanced thermal conduction becomes 

dominant with radiation accounting respectively for 36% and 26% of the power input (table 3). At the 

electric boundary (table 4), for the laminar flow model, enthalpy transport together with radiation loss 

account for 84% of the power input. For the two turbulence models, turbulence enhanced thermal 

conduction and enthalpy transport account for 90% of the power input with thermal conduction the most 

important energy transport process. Similar to the arc at high currents, turbulence enhanced thermal 

conduction gives rise to very broad radial temperature profile, which further enhances enthalpy transport. 

The dominance of turbulence effects at low currents, together with the turbulence enhanced enthalpy 

transport through the broad radial temperature profile, is responsible for the rapid rising arc voltage with 

decreasing current. 

 

Table 3. Percentage of electrical power input associated with various energy transport processes for the 

whole arc length at the core boundary calculated by the three flow models at 250 A and P0 = 10 bar. 

  

 



Mathematical expressions for power input and power loss are the same as those in Table I. 

Model Power input 

(105 W) 

Radiation loss 

(%) 

Radial thermal 

conduction 

(%) 

Axial  

enthalpy 

transport 

(%) 

Radial 

enthalpy 

transport 

(%) 

LAM 1.12 -64.6 -15.3 -25.2 7.6 

PML 1.29 -35.9 -63.2 2.8 -2.5 

MKE 1.35 -26.4 -70.0 0.9 -1.6 

 

Table 4. Percentage of electrical power input associated with various energy transport processes for the 

whole arc length at the electrical boundary calculated by the three flow models at 250 A and P0 = 10 bar. 

Mathematical expressions for power input and power loss are the same as those in Table I. 

Model Power input 

(105 W) 

Radiation loss 

(%) 

Radial thermal 

conduction 

(%) 

Axial  

enthalpy 

transport 

(%) 

Radial 

enthalpy 

transport 

(%) 

LAM 1.39 -20.8 -7.8 -134.1 65.5 

PML 2.27 -8.2 -54.8 -45.5 9.9 

MKE 2.34 -6.1 -54.6 -49.0 11.1 

 

4.2.4 The effects of stagnation pressure 

 

Computation of arc voltage has also been done using PML and MKE for P0 = 7 bar and 13 bar. The 

laminar flow model is not used as it cannot give a satisfactory account of energy loss mechanism. 

Qualitative arc features at P0 = 7 bar and 13 bar are similar to the arc at P0 = 10 bar. Table 5 summarizes 

the arc voltages computed for the three pressures together with the corresponding experimental results, 

which were given in [5]. 

 

Computations have only been done for those cases where experimental results are available for 

comparison with the predicted voltage. For P0 = 7 bar, the arc in the divergent section near the nozzle 

exit already fills the nozzle for currents around 2 kA, which renders the adiabatic boundary condition 

invalid. Thus, no computational results are given for currents above 2 kA at P0 = 7 bar. The experimental 

results given in Table V (referred to as Exp in the table) are derived from the non-dimensional V-I 

characteristics of [5] which are subject to an error of +15% around the value given in table 5. 

 

 

 

Table 5. Arc voltages by the three flow models for different values of P0 and the currents ranging from 

250 A to 3 kA. 

U(V) P0 = 13 bar 

I (A) PML MKE Exp 

250    

500    

1000 876 1071 1075 



1500  937 924 

2000 760 846 848 

2500  777 803 

3000 696 715 773 

U(V) P0 = 10 bar 

I (A) PML MKE Exp 

250 906 937 930 

500 830 842 850 

1000 754 746 750 

1500 690 677 700 

2000 645 665 650 

2500 630 650 650 

3000 622 648 660 

U(V) P0 = 7 bar 

I (A) PML MKE Exp 

250    

500 688 737 789 

1000 612 636 667 

1500  588 626 

2000 533 552 606 

2500    

3000    

 

Table 5 indicates that voltages predicted by PML and MKE at P0 = 10 bar fall within the error bar (figure 

8). That means that there is no preference as regards which turbulence model should be used for P0 = 10 

bar. However, arc voltage predicted by MKE for P0 = 7 bar and 13 bar is closer to the experimental 

results than that by PML. This indicates that MKE gives a better description of the length and velocity 

scales of the eddies responsible for turbulent energy transfer at P0 = 7 and 13 bar. For the accuracy of 

prediction under a wide range of gas discharge conditions, MKE is a preferred turbulence model for air 

nozzle arcs although computational cost is higher than that of PML. 

 

If we use the voltages predicted by MKE at P0 = 10 bar as the base to investigate the pressure dependence 

of voltage, we find that the voltages at P0 = 13 bar are proportional to the stagnation pressure to the 

power of 1.2 and those for P0 = 7 bar to the power of 0.4. This is in contrast with the voltage of DC SF6 

arcs which is proportional to the square root of stagnation pressure [23]. For air nozzle arc it appears 

that there is no simple relationship between arc voltage and stagnation pressure. However, this could be 

a direct consequence of an arc burning in a very narrow divergent section of the nozzle. When current 

is sufficiently high for a given stagnation pressure (for example at 2 kA and P0 = 7 bar), the arc in this 

section is no longer surrounded by a cold flow as in the case for SF6 nozzle arc [23].  

 

4.3 Implication on SF6 replacement 

It has been known for long that the excellent thermal interruption capability of SF6 gas attributes to the 

turbulent effect that enhances the effective radial thermal conductivity during the current zero period 

[37]. In the present work, we have firmly established that turbulence is operating in air nozzle arcs. 



Experimental studies [12] have however shown that the interruption capability of air is only one-third 

of that of SF6. The question that naturally follows is why turbulence plays a more significant part in arc 

cooling in the case of SF6 being the interruption gas. The present work provides vital information for 

an explanation. 

 

Previous studies on detailed energy balance [23] have shown that in terms of the energy loss mechanisms 

close to the current zero point, turbulence enhanced radial conduction dominates the cooling process. 

When turbulence operates in low current SF6 nozzle arc, radial thermal conduction and radiation 

practically takes all the electrical power input out of the arc column. SF6 nozzle arc has a clear and 

narrow core structure. In air, turbulence leads however to a very different scenario. Turbulence broadens 

the air arc column with a less clearly definable arc core and subsequently leads to changes in the 

contributions by radial and axial energy transport towards the overall energy balance. The changes are 

expected to be significant at lower current in both steady and transient cases, and thus adversely affect 

the interruption capability of air.  

 

It is the peaks in CP as a function of gas temperature that leads to the broadening of the arc column in 

air. It is the first time that we are able to trace the different behaviors of SF6 and air arcs to the differences 

in material properties. To have a gas with excellent interruption capability, there should be as large as 

possible a value of CP immediately below the conducting temperature of the gas (4000 K for SF6, figure 

18) and have ideally no peaks of CP above this conducting temperature.  

 

 

Figure 18. Electrical conductivity and CP of SF6 [38], CO2 [39] and air [13] at atmospheric pressure. 

 

5 Conclusions 

A detailed computational investigation into the behaviour of an air arc burning in the nozzle of Fang et 

al [5] has been carried out using three flow models, the laminar flow model, the Prandtl mixing length 

model (PML) and the modified k-epsilon model (MKE). Arc voltage predicted by the laminar flow arc 

model is considerably lower than the measured arc voltage while the standard k-epsilon model grossly 

over predicts the arc voltage in comparison with experimental results. A modified k-epsilon turbulence 

model is then introduced to reduce the turbulence effects by adjusting one of the five turbulence 



parameters (𝐶1 ) to increase the turbulence dissipation rate. The value of 𝐶1  and that of the turbulence 

parameter in PML, c, have been found respectively to be 1.62 and 0.06 by matching the predicted arc 

voltage with that measured arc voltage at 1 kA and P0 = 10 bar. These values have been used by PML 

and MKE to predict the arc voltage at other current and stagnation pressure. 

 

When the dominant energy transport is radiation loss at the arc core boundary, arc voltage is almost 

independent of the current for all flow models. This is the case for currents no less than 2 kA. Turbulent 

enhanced thermal conduction through the influence of the peaks in ρCP results in very broad radial 

temperature profile. This in turn enhances axial enthalpy transport, which, together with turbulent 

thermal conduction, increases arc power loss by 20% in comparison with that of LAM at the same 

current. Thus, turbulence is important at high currents. 

 

For PML and MKE when current is reduced from 2 kA at P0 = 10 bar arc voltage starts to rise. At the 

arc core boundary, thermal conduction gradually becomes the dominant energy transport process. At the 

electrical boundary, thermal conduction and enthalpy transport balance the power input with thermal 

conduction being the dominant energy loss mechanism. 

 

Qualitative arc features at different stagnation pressures are similar. There is no simple relationship 

between arc voltage and stagnation pressure for the nozzle of [5]. This is probably the consequence of 

a narrow divergent section after the throat. Overall, MKE gives the best agreement with experimentally 

measured arc voltage for the three stagnation pressures investigated. Therefore, MKE is the preferred 

arc model for air nozzle arcs. 

 

A distinct feature of air arcs is the shape of its radial temperature profile. For air arcs under turbulent 

flow there is no distinctive high temperature core. Radial temperature profile is very broad with the 

thickness of the radiation re-absorption region bigger than the core. The radial extent of the arc’s thermal 

influence region for air arcs is much bigger than SF6 under similar discharge conditions. Such broad 

radial temperature profile is due to the material property of air, ρCP, which is responsible for the peaks 

in turbulent thermal conductivity at 4000 K and 7000 K due to respectively the dissociation of oxygen 

molecules and nitrogen molecules. Such peaks will have detrimental effects on arc’s thermal recovery. 

To seek replacement gas for SF6, one should aim at finding a gas whose ρCP does not have peaks above 

4000 K at which electrical conductivity due to thermal ionization is negligible. Yet, a peak in ρCP is 

desirable just below 4000 K. This will results in a radial temperature profile with very rapid temperature 

decay above 4,000 K and a gentle temperature tail below 4,000 K This ensures a core formation and a 

small arc size. ρCP of SF6 has such properties, hence superior arc quenching capability. 
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